
Eco Porcelainic MicroCement is a UK based company dealing in high quality Eco Porcelanic 

Microcement from the past many years. We are dedicated in the manufacturing, application and 

distribution of high quality microcement all over the United Kingdom specifically London. 

The range of products that are offered by us today comprises of technical mortar, monolayers, 

self-levelling, polyurethanes, micro cements, cementitious products, resins and derivatives as 

cement glues. Our micro cement can be used for floor, kitchen, bathroom and more. 

Products 
Manufacturer and distributor of high quality Eco Porcelanic Microcement products 

 

UK based Eco Porcelainic MicroCement is a leading supplier and manufacturer of microcement, 

Venetian Plasters, Polished Concrete, Polished Micro Cement and more in the United Kingdom. 

Our highly experienced experts team guarantees the client best product finish, cost efficiency 

and timely work done. 

The microcement manufactured by us is quite popular among the designers and architects as it 

is more durable and gives modern finish. The best thing about this microcement is that it goes 

virtually on any sub base as its joint free. You can also give a personal touch with it by 

customizing the color and mix and matching with the interior. Our polished micro cement is 

perfectly suitable for all type of floors. 

Our client list includes hotels, bars, restaurants, Retail Outlets, Shopping Malls, Car Showrooms 

and more. We offer our services for both Commercial and Private sector and all our Polished 

Plaster, Polished Micro Cement and microcement items are Bio Construction Friendly. 

Our Benefits 

 100% waterproof  Easy maintenance 

 Flexible  Non slip 
 



Our Micro Topping Services 

Eco Porcelainic MicroCement manufactures and develops their own decorative cement and 

microcement products that are further used in their own projects or provided to architects and 

designers. We provide personal as well as professional 

assistance in installation of floor, wall, furniture and more 

for many resin flooring company. We are there to assist 

you any time from the starting of the project to its end. All 

the products that are provided by us are of high quality 

and are being manufactured using the latest machinery. 

Microcement is basically a cement based coating for floors 

and walls with high abrasion resistance. One of the biggest 

advantages of using microcement is that it is highly customizable and can also be used as a 

decorative cement. You can choose from the array of colors that are available for the shade that 

matches your interior perfectly. Micro-topping of this cement is applied with the handy tool 

called trowel thus eliminating the need heavy equipments and machinery. 

Our Features 

 100% waterproof  Non slip  Protected to prevent 
efflorescence of lime 

 Resistant to 
hydrochloric 

 Does not generate 
bubbles. 

 Wide range of colors 

 Flexible  No need to remove 
existing material 

 Stable against 
Ultraviolet rays 

 High Resistance to 
Rubbing and wear 

 Easy maintenance  High mechanical 
Resistance 
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